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Est. in 1967

NAV are based in the 
East Midlands, between 
Nottingham and Derby. 
Established in 1967, 
we are a supplier of 
Video, AV Presentation 
Equipment and 
Services to industry, 
education authorities 
and corporate 
organisations 
throughout the UK.

Our ethos has always been, to provide 
a comprehensive design, installation 
and high levels of customer support 
for all the products and systems 
we supply. We are not a third party 
company that simply operates via a 
list of associated Sub-Contractors, our 
full-time team of Engineers, Installers, 
Technicians and Support Staff are highly 
skilled professionals committed to 
delivering the very best levels of service 
available in the AV industry.

The company consists of four 
departments; Equipment Sales, Hire & 
Events, System Installations and Media 
& Video Production, we are one of the 
original, ‘one-stop-shops’ for all things 
Audio Visual and Video. So if you are 
looking to deal with a professional, and 
reputable company who puts their 
customer first, then you’ll be talking to 
the right people.

About NAV
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Our team are product specialists,  
with in-depth knowledge in all areas 
of presentation equipment and AV 
technology. 

From professional video products,  
touch screen control systems and 
displays to the more traditional AV 
products such as video projectors 
and whiteboards, we evaluate all the 
products we sell, from budget solutions 
through to high-end brand leaders,  
only offering you products we believe 
to be the best there is available.

So many people will simply sell you a 
product, but that’s the easy part, we feel 
its our customer support that sets us 
apart. We operate an extensive support 
facility with a team of highly skilled 
personnel providing Installation services 
and back-up for all our products and 
systems. 

Whether you’re completely redesigning 
a series of conference rooms, or require 
a new piece of technology seamlessly 
integrating into an existing installation, 
we will provide you with a cost effective 
and elegant solution.

Our AV Installation work is varied, 
from churches to universities, hospitals 
to museums, from a simple ceiling 
mounted projector or wall mounted 
screen to multi-room projects for 
education and business - We supply 
bespoke AV solutions tailored to your 
specific requirements.

Stylish & Effective System  
Installations, with unrivalled  
customer service and support.
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We offer a complete Event Production 
Service including Conference Set 
Design and Build, Sound Systems, 
Lighting Rigs, Staging and Live Camera 
coverage of events, all with unrivalled 
technical support, nationally throughout 
the UK and internationally for a diverse 
range of clients. Our experience 
ranges from International Events for 
1000+ delegates, to smaller budget 
Conferences and Awards Ceremonies 
for local companies.

Just like us, a lot of production 
companies do the ‘technical’ well, so 
what makes us different? Put quite 
simply, it is our people and our prices. 
We have a dedicated team of highly 
skilled, flexible people who enjoy a 
challenge! Our customers tell us it is this 
blend of teamwork and commitment 
to quality, that helps them deliver more 
successful conferences and events.
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Slick and Professional Event Production 
delivered within your budget.

Conferences 
& Events
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We stock a full range of Audio Visual, Video, 
Sound and Lighting Equipment available 
for daily and weekly hire, all at excellent 
value for money rates.

Whether you are holding a local meeting 
for 6 people, and need a portable 
projection screen or sound system, or you 
are organising a full company conference 
with staging, sound and lighting we 
have all the equipment available to hire. 
We promise to give you the best value 
for your budget, and guarantee to assist 
you through the hiring process with no 
obligation help and advice.

All hire equipment is supplied in flight cases 
or travel bags and available for collection 
from our Nottingham warehouse, or speak 
to us for quote on our low-cost delivery 
and set-up service at your chosen venue 
by our AV Technicians.

Extensive stocks of AV, video, sound  
& lighting available for daily hire.
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We’ve been in the film 
production business  
since 1967.
Whether you are looking for simple 2-3 
minute video introduction for your website, 
a promotional film, a conference message 
or a full feature length training production 
we can help, and we also understand 
not everyone has a Hollywood budget, 
although that doesn’t mean you should 
accept second best. 

A video shot on location using HD 
equipment and creatively edited could cost 
you a lot less than you might imagine. We 

live in the real world, our rates start in the 
hundreds not the thousands!

But cost effective doesn’t mean 
compromised, our attention to detail,  
value for money and creative approach 
will bring your video project to life. Unlike 
some we won’t try to up sell a job if its not 
required, if you do need a larger crew, a 
scriptwriter or director then we can help, 
but some of our most successful work is 
produced by a single crew cameraman and 
editor, who will work with you to deliver a 
video production that comes in on-budget, 
grabs your audiences attention and delivers 
its message.

Our creativity, value 
for money and flexible 
approach brings Video 
Productions to life.
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Do you need to  
hire a cameraman? 
Are you producing a 
company video and 
editing it yourselves? 
Or do you simply 
need a skilled camera 
operator to record  
an event? 

NAV can help,  
we have experienced 
camera operators 
available at 
competitive daily 
rates.



Internet Video 
Are you producing a company video for your website? Youtube or a 
Social Media site? Professionally created content will help you engage 
with your target audience. Maybe you want to talk to your customers, 
or inspire your employees? We offer value for money internet video 
production using the latest HD kit for great quality online content.

Media Transfers 
We convert and transfer most types of traditional media i.e Cine Films, 
VHS tapes and most Camcorder tapes to DVD, or your chosen digital 
format.

Video Editing 
Our video editing suites, with Operators, are available for hire by the 
hour. Maybe you’ve filmed a product video or your own promotional 
material? Even the most basic content can be enhanced with titles or 
graphics, a great music track or even a professional voiceover.

Audio Editing 
Many people have a collection of old cassette tapes, LPs or reel-to-
reel tapes. Our audio Engineers can re-master your recordings using 
digital equalisation, compression and a wide range of other processes, 
and transfer to most digital file formats. (subject to copyright)

DVD Production 
NAV offer a complete DVD Duplication Service. We can convert most 
popular video formats to DVDR/W. We also offer professional bulk 
DVD production to full retail standards, including on-disc printing, 
cases and shrink wrapping.
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We offer a wide range of 
Media, Video and Creative 
Production Services.

Media 
Services



NAV–Loxley House, 135 Pasture Road,  
Stapleford, Nottingham, NG9 8HZ.

FREEPHONE: 0800 122 33 29  
or National Landline: 0330 660 03 39

Fax: 0115 921 08 48 
Email: info@nav.co.uk

www.nav.co.uk
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